Photogearing – A Concept for Translation of Precise Motions at the Nanoscale
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Abstract
Molecular machines offer the prospect of achieving highest precision for the control of dynamic processes at smallest scales. They are constructed from the bottom up and presently a growing number of building blocks such as molecular switches, rotors, and motors are available for exquisite control over local motions. The current challenge now is integrating and transmitting these motions to harness the true potential of functional nano-machinery. Molecular gearing systems allow the integration of multiple motions in a correlated fashion, to translate motions from one locality to another and to change their speed and direction. However, currently no powerful concepts exist to implement active driving of gearing motions at the molecular scale. Herein, we present a light-fueled molecular gearing system and evidence its superiority over passive thermally activated gearing. Translation of a 180° rotation into a 120° rotation is achieved while at the same time the direction of the rotation axis is shifted by 120°. Within such photogearing process, precise motions at the nanoscale can be shifted in direction and decelerated similar to macroscopic bevel-gear operations in an energy consuming way – a necessary prerequisite to employ gearing as an active component in future integrated nanomachinery.

Introduction
Control of molecular motions represents the basis for virtually all application driven chemistry fields but especially for building molecular machines and functional nanotechnology from the bottom up.(1-5) Steep progress has been made in this endeavor with the developments of
molecular switches, rotors, walkers, gyroscopes, or pumps and especially motors. However, at present a standing challenge for further advances is the integration, transmission, and translation of molecular motions with greatest precision. Because of the presence of the “Brownian storm” defined motions at molecular scales are very effectively equilibrated and randomized. Long range coupling and scaling up, translation of one defined motion into another one, or even power-stroke mechanisms are therefore inherently difficult tasks at nanometer sizes. One important fundamental concept to translate small scale motions is molecular gearing in which intermeshed molecular fragments are moving in concert with each other. Different to the macroscopic world however, gearing processes are exceptionally hard to realize in the molecular world as friction and inertia do not play an important role here. As a consequence, slipping processes that evade true gearing are the rule rather than the exception even in highly intermeshed and sterically hindered molecular systems. So far, mechanically controlled molecular systems have been developed ranging from more simple molecular breaks to truly geared systems in which different molecular fragments or entities move in concert because of their tight intermeshing (see ref. for selected examples). More recent progress has allowed to switch gearing in an ON/OFF fashion. Related molecular systems are able to control the speed of a particular sub-motion via switching processes. However, to the best of our knowledge functional gearing systems put forward so far are not powered directly by an energy source - although most recent efforts are moving in this direction. Instead, their motions are the result of thermal fluctuations and thus intrinsically passive and nondirectional.

In this work we present a novel concept enabling energy powered molecular gearing (Figure 1). Visible light is used as energy source actively fueling highly efficient gearing processes at the nanoscale within hemithioindigo (HTI)-gear 1. We directly show that different to a thermal gearing process, photogearing can be by far the dominating motion within a molecular framework. At the same time translation of a 180° double bond isomerization into a 120° single bond rotation (SBR) is achieved by the employed bevel-gearing mechanism. Thus, a highly challenging precision-shift in the motion character (2-step to 3-step for a full 360° rotation) as well as spatial reorientation (120° angling) of the powered motion is demonstrated with our molecular system. We expect great prospects for the concept of photogearing, which allows to alleviate the problems of thermal gearing systems and enables direct powering of geared motions and the precise shifting of molecular motions. Such precision control at the smallest scales will be of great value to anyone interested in using ordered motions for governing
functions in chemical/nano systems. This approach will therefore strongly facilitate future research in many fields not least in integrated nanomachinery.

Figure 1 Thermal molecular gearing (top row), control of molecular rotation or gearing and related synchronous molecular motions (middle row) contrasted with the herein introduced photogearing as a distinct concept to directly power molecular gearing motions with light (bottom row).

**Results and Discussion**

Hemithioindigo (HTI)-based molecular gearing system 1 inherits a highly intermeshed nonsymmetric triptycene moiety, which is introduced as fourth substituent at the
photoisomerizable double bond (Figure 1 bottom row). Due to close proximity of the thioindigo and triptycene molecular fragments their effective intermeshing is achieved. The synthesis of this sterically strongly hindered system was accomplished using a recently reported method developed in our laboratory for the synthesis of sterically crowded HTI motors. The synthesis proceeds in eight linear steps and is described in detail in the Supporting Information. HTI-gear 1 can adopt six distinct states. Three triptycene rotamers are accessible in both Z and E isomeric form, yet based on the symmetry of the triptycene fragment, two states present enantiomers and thus are not readily observed with classical spectroscopy methods, resulting in four distinct diastereomeric states. However, for the elucidation of different possible rotations and particularly the gearing processes it was not necessary to study individual enantiomers as both give rise to the same behavior. We label the four distinct isomers as depicted in Figure 2a with A, rac-B, C, and rac-D. Isomers A and rac-B inherit a Z configured isomerizable double bond and correspondingly isomers C and rac-D inherit an E configured double bond. Crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained for isomers A and C facilitating direct assignment of solution spectral species (Figure 2a). A detailed analysis of solution NMR spectra allowed to further assign individual signals to the isomer structures (for details of solution conformation analysis see the Supporting Information).

As outlined in Figures 1, 2, and 3 the molecular setup of HTI-gear 1 allows to distinguish coupled gearing motions from sole uncoupled/slipping bond rotations as each process leads to interconversion between two different isomeric states. For example a gearing motion between the triptycene fragment and the thioindigo fragment can directly be observed as concomitant transition from isomer A to rac-D or isomer C to rac-B (example shown in Figure 1 bottom row) and vice versa. Sole single bond rotation (SBR) of the triptycene fragment on the other hand would result in interconversion between isomers A and rac-B or C and rac-D and sole double bond isomerization (DBI) would lead to interconversion between isomers A and C or rac-B and rac-D. Only conversion from isomer rac-B to rac-D and vice versa would be ambiguous as in this case a sole DBI and a gearing motion would lead to population of different respective enantiomers of B and D, which are not distinguished by conventional spectroscopy.

A first thermal analysis of the HTI-gear system 1 was conducted experimentally to elucidate its ground state energy profile and the corresponding thermally activated motions (Figure 2b to d). Pronounced heating of an E isomer enriched C2D2Cl4-solution at 140 °C over a period of six hours produced an equilibrium mixture consisting of 64% of Z isomers (A and rac-B) and 36% of E isomers (C and rac-D). Using the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation an energy
difference of $\Delta G = 0.47 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$ between Z an E isomers could be obtained from the equilibrium distribution. A kinetic analysis of the conversion gives the corresponding Gibbs energy of activation $\Delta G^\ddagger = 32.4 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$ for thermal E to Z isomerization. Separated thermal isomer interconversion experiments for either Z or E configured rotamers were conducted at lower temperatures in CD$_2$Cl$_2$ solution. They revealed that isomer A is the thermodynamically most stable state overall. Additionally, a highly selective conversion between exclusively isomers rac-B and A is taking place. When starting from a rac-B enriched solution thermal activation at 0 °C in the dark only leads to population of the A isomer evidencing sole single bond rotation around the triptycene-connecting single bond. A final ratio of A : rac-B = 62% : 38% was observed establishing an energy difference between rac-B and A of 0.44 kcal·mol$^{-1}$. Kinetic analysis of this thermal single bond rotation delivered a Gibbs energy of activation $\Delta G^\ddagger = 20.3 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$ for this motion. Similarly, the thermal behavior of the E configured isomers C and rac-D was scrutinized at 30 °C in CD$_2$Cl$_2$ solution. Again, thermal interconversion between only these two isomers is taking place and isomer rac-D was found to be 0.67 kcal/mol higher in energy compared to C. An associated Gibbs energy of activation $\Delta G^\ddagger = 22.2 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$ was determined for this thermal single bond rotation. Taking these data together, the whole ground state energy profile of HTI-gear 1 could experimentally be quantified. It was further found that exclusively slipping-motions – i.e. sole single bond rotations around the triptycene axis and no coupled gearing motions between the triptycene and thioindigo fragment are present under thermal activation.
Figure 2 HTI-gear system 1 and its thermally activated motions. a) Structures of isomers A and C in the crystalline state. Space-filled depictions were chosen to illustrate the significant intermeshing of the thioindigo and triptycene fragments. b) Four different isomers are observable by conventional spectroscopy, A with Z configured central double bond, racemic isomer rac-B with Z configured double bond and the corresponding isomers C and rac-D, both with E configured double bonds. Only interconversions between rotamers A and rac-B as well as between C and rac-D are observed as thermally activated processes at ambient temperatures. SBR = single bond rotation. c) Kinetics of the selective thermal interconversion between rotamers A and rac-B at 0 °C and C and rac-D at 30 °C as measured by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Kinetic analysis gives the corresponding Gibbs energies of activation. d) Experimentally established ground state energy profile for HTI-gear 1.

The photochemistry of HTI-gear 1 was investigated next with the aid of Markov-Matrix kinetic analysis (Figure 3a) similar to a previously reported methodology. To this end it was necessary to use solutions significantly enriched in each isomer as the starting point of irradiation experiments. Selective isomer enrichment was possible either by crystallization to enrich isomers A and C, or by low temperature (−30 °C) HPLC separation and isolation of thermally labile isomers rac-B and rac-D prior to the actual irradiation experiments as outlined in detail in the Supporting Information. In this way we could establish four different starting
points for irradiations with either 95% A, 64% rac-B, 94% C, or 72% rac-D being present. Two additional isomeric mixtures were used to create two more different starting points (see Supporting Information). These different CDCl₂ solutions were cooled to –40 °C to inhibit any thermally activated bond rotations within HTI-gear 1, which could otherwise overshadow the pure photochemical behavior. Irradiation at –40 °C was conducted inside the NMR spectrometer with the aid of a fiber-coupled 420 nm LED and the progress of isomerization was followed by measuring ¹H NMR spectra in minute-time intervals (Figure 3b-e). In this way the photoconversion kinetics could be followed in detail over prolonged irradiation times without interference of thermal reactions. The relative propensities for isomer interconversions could be obtained directly from Markov analysis and simulation of the kinetic data (see Supporting Information for details). Very good agreement of simulated conversions and experimental data was obtained for this analysis, which unequivocally show significant photogearing for both Z and E isomeric 1. For the E isomeric rotamers C and rac-D photogearing is in fact the dominating process. For example, isomer C undergoes photogearing with more than 2-fold higher propensity than the combined sole DBI of the thioindigo fragment and sole SBR of the triptycene moiety. This behavior is obvious even without Markov analysis as irradiation of the C enriched solution leads to a very steep increase of the rac-B isomer as compared to the much slower changes of all other isomers.

To obtain absolute values for the different photoconversion processes quantum yields were measured at –40 °C (Figure 3f and g). For this purpose a combination of photon counting and ¹H NMR spectroscopy was used to quantify the photoconversions between Z and E isomeric 1 (for details see the Supporting Information). When taking into account the relative photoconversion propensities as elucidated by Markov analysis, the quantum yields for all observable photoisomerization reactions within HTI-gear 1 could be obtained. For all photoconversion processes sizable quantum yields of up to 6.8% were obtained as shown in Figure 3a. As can be seen from the data, slipping motions are dominant in the Z configured isomers leading to pronounced sole DBI (φ(A to C) = 2%) and SBR (φ(A to rac-B) = 5.9% and φ(rac-B to rac-D) = 0.8%) in isomers A and rac-B. Nevertheless, a clear propensity for a photogearing motion is also observed in which both the central double bond and the adjacent single bond connecting to the triptycene fragment are rotated at the same time by 180° and 120°, respectively. This motion leads to conversion from A to rac-D or rac-B to C with sizable quantum yields of φ(A to rac-D) = 2% and φ(rac-B to C) = 0.4%. The ambiguous motion from rac-B to rac-D occurs with φ(rac-B to rac-D) = 2%.
In the $E$ configured isomers C and $rac$-D photogearing is much more pronounced and the slipping motions are reduced significantly. For isomer C, DBI and SBR are decreased to $\phi(C \text{ to } A) = 1.4\%$ for the former and $\phi(C \text{ to } rac$-D) = 1.6\% for the latter. For isomer $rac$-D the corresponding quantum yield for SBR is $\phi(rac$-D to C) = 0.3\%. The photogearing motion between central double bond and adjacent single bond connecting the triptycene fragment is most pronounced and dominant for isomer C proceeding with the highest overall quantum yield $\phi(C \text{ to } rac$-B) = 6.8\%. The corresponding photogearing motion is also quite pronounced in the $rac$-D isomer with a quantum yield of $\phi(rac$-B to $rac$-D) = 2.2\%. For the $rac$-D isomer the ambiguous motion from $rac$-D to $rac$-B occurs with $\phi(rac$-D to $rac$-B) = 3\%.

Taking these numbers together a clear influence of the starting geometry on the effectiveness of photogearing can thus be discerned in HTI-gear system 1. In the $E$ isomeric forms photogearing represents a strongly favored process, as is directly observed for isomer C, for which all other possible photoconversion pathways are unambiguously discernible. For the other $E$ configured $rac$-D isomer photogearing is also observed as preferred photoconversion pathway. In this case the actual sum-quantum yield for photogearing could even be higher if suitable enantiomers of $rac$-B and $rac$-D are interconverting. This photogearing selectivity of the $E$ isomers can in part be attributed to better intermeshing of the carbonyl group within the triptycene pocket. For the $Z$ isomeric states the sulfur atom leads to inferior intermeshing between the thiindigo and triptycene fragments, which is directly observed by comparison of the molecular structures of A and C in the crystalline state (Figure 2a). However, electronic effects are likely to also play an important role as steric hindrance and intermeshing in HTI-gear 1 is clearly not enough to allow thermal gearing to take any effect. Therefore, a distinctly different behavior between ground state and excited state motions is observed, indicating a mechanistically different origin of the corresponding molecular rotations.

When comparing sum quantum yields it becomes apparent that both $Z$ and $E$ isomers behave similar and about 10\% overall photoisomerization quantum yield is obtained for both A and C. Since the SBR photoreactions of isomers $rac$-B and $rac$-D are obscured their sum quantum yields are not known for comparison. It is interesting to note however, that the position of the triptycene moiety influences the propensity to undergo a specific photoreaction. Comparing isomer C with $rac$-D for example, photogearing proceeds with 6.8\% quantum yield for the former, while for the latter only a maximum of 5.2\% is possible (if $\phi(rac$-D to $rac$-B) = 3.0\% is fully allocated to photogearing). Additionally, SBR for the conversion from C to $rac$-D is significantly more effective (1.6\%) than the reverse reaction (0.3\%). Similarly, SBR from A to
rac-C is also much more efficient (5.9%) than the reverse reaction (0.8%). Again, electronic effects are expected to strongly affect these processes, since the triptycene blades are electronically distinct by their substitutions.

Figure 3 Photogearing in HTI-gear

Photoconversions were measured by $^1$H NMR (400 MHz) in CD$_2$Cl$_2$ at $-40$ °C by in-situ irradiation within the NMR spectrometer. Photoquantum yields for Z to E conversions and vice versa were measured by a combined method of photon-counting and $^1$H NMR (400 MHz) spectroscopy in CD$_2$Cl$_2$. Afterwards the conversion propensities of individual isomers were scaled to the quantum yields measured for double bond photoisomerization (DBI). a) Measured
quantum yields for all photoconversions of individual isomers of HTI-gear $\mathbf{1}$. Experimental (points) and simulated (lines) kinetics of the photoconversion of mainly isomer $\mathbf{A}$ (black circles, b); mainly isomer $\text{rac-}\mathbf{B}$ (red circles, c); mainly isomer $\mathbf{C}$ (green circles, d); and mainly isomer $\text{rac-}\mathbf{D}$, (blue circles, e). f) Quantum yield measurements of $Z$ (black circles) to $E$ (red circles) photoisomerization by the initial slope method. g) Quantum yield measurements of $E$ (red circles) to $Z$ (black circles) photoisomerization by the initial slope method.

In summary, we have demonstrated a distinct and powerful concept - photogearing - for actively powering the precise translation of molecular motions. In our HTI-gearing system the $180^\circ$ rotation of a planar thioindigo fragment is effectively translated to a $120^\circ$ rotation of a nonsymmetric triptycene fragment. Therefore, a 2-to-3 translation of molecular motions is achieved by the correlated gearing process. At the same time the geared motions of the two molecular fragments are angled by about $120^\circ$ similar to macroscopic bevel gear arrangements. The gearing motion is actively powered by the energy input of blue light irradiation and is shown to be dominating the light induced rotations of $E$ configured isomers. The thermal behavior in contrast is distinctly different and only slipping motions i.e. uncorrelated motions between individual molecular fragments is observed. With photogearing it is thus possible to establish highly efficient and actively powered gearing motions at the nanoscale using light as external fuel. We thus are convinced that more sophisticated gearing systems can now be devised that translate precise molecular motions over longer distances, in different directions and with different speeds akin to integrated macroscopic gearing systems. Our study provides a distinct way for manipulating precise molecular motions and should open up a plethora of new possibilities and design concepts for the creation of future integrated nanomachinery.
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